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WE’RE HERE TO ELEVATE 
THE EXPERIENCE OF HEALTHCARE.
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We’re a group of adventurists and neat freaks. Dreamers and doers. Horseback riders, runners, first 
timers and old pros. We banded together and took a giant leap to make a product for the bleeders, the 
believers, the give it a try-ers. Oh yes, we’re hatched in Minnesota with partners all over the world. Our 
HQ is in Minneapolis, overlooking all the adventure Minnesota has to offer. 

We are also on the path to B-Corp certification, so doing social good is built into our DNA with a culture 
that reflects the friendly, optimistic and health minded values of the brand. Our goal is to build a uniquely 
special company and brand that we will make us all proud! We are focused on making a diverse, 
inclusive environment from who we bring into the Welly world, the product we make and even the 
trainings offer for our Wellies.  All Wellies are reviewed on their positive impact to the environment & 
communities where we live, work & play.

Launched in 2019, Welly leapt onto the scene by disrupting a rather beige category. We have already built a $20MM + company with
over 30 products sold nationwide at retailers including Target, CVS, Amazon. We got off to a fast start and have already been
recognized as a successful, transformational brand in the first aid category with major product expansions coming soon. We have 
continued to grow our retail partnerships across channels and plan to crush even bigger goals in 2021. So we need the A-team to 
help us on our path. 

Welly is a fast-growing consumer products company working to bring simplicity and delight to the world of 
healthcare. Yes, boring stuff like first aid and medicine.  Except Welly products are never boring as we look 
to elevate the experience of helping you stay healthy through great design and intuitive products that 
transform something you need into something you want. 

Welly is for everyone that was afraid to fall down, fail, get bumped, get scratched and did it anyway. Welly is 
for the wellness in all of us, however that looks, and for being prepared for whatever comes our way. We 
wear our bandages like badges of honor for a life fully lived. We’re super passionate about the work that we 
do and we’re on the hunt for a fellow self-starter to join our ambitious bunch.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT YOU
BUT ENOUGH ABOUT US

THE ROLE: QUALITY MANAGER
As the Quality Manager for the Welly brand, your mission will be to ensure our high standards of quality across all our portfolio of 
products.  While at Welly we all own quality, you will be a leader within product quality, supplier quality and all regulatory efforts for 
the brand.  You will work closely with the Director of Quality and Regulatory, Product Development and the Supply Chain teams to
bring our products to market.  You will have global reach as you work with our supplier partners in the US and overseas to maintain 
our high-quality standards and solve problems together.  You will also help Welly get ready to expand internationally and be a 
critical player in meeting all regulatory requirements to achieve this.  At Welly we have big plans for our future and ensuring the 
quality and regulatory compliance of our current and future products are key to our success; the Quality Manager plays a significant 
role in making this happen.  You got this!

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
Product Quality
• Help develop and maintain procedures and policies in our quality module
• Assist in artwork and product specification reviews for quality requirements and risk management
• Ensure consumer complaint process is maintained and partner with our customer service team to 

investigate complaints
• Make decisions that support our corporate goals of minimizing waste and having a positive impact on our 

communities and environment 

Supplier Quality
• Establish quality SOPs across partners and fulfil FDA Supplier Requirements including audits
• Lead root cause analysis internally and with our supplier partners to ensure resolutions are implemented 

for quality issues to maintain a robust Quality System as a private label manufacturer
• Lead identification and resolution to fill any quality gaps in supplier partners’ QC systems

Regulatory
• Complete, maintain, and document all FDA and state level registrations
• Understand which FDA regulations pertain to Welly and interpret how any changes or new regulations 

impact Welly’s OTCs and Class I devices
• Develop and lead organizational quality, safety and regulatory training for our medical products
• Help Welly achieve ISO 13485: 2016 certification and expand internationally
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LET’S TALK ABOUT YOU
BUT ENOUGH ABOUT US

THE CANDIDATE: QUALITY MANAGER
You are a natural collaborator and problem solver who focuses on “how might we” when faced with a challenge.  You have a 
breath of experience across the Quality function and FDA requirements for medical products, know how to infuse quality into the 
DNA of an organization but strive to be hands on with the work.  You are proactive, highly organized, self-driven and expect the
best from yourself.  You love to wear multiple hats, juggle many different balls in the air and thrive in a complex and changing
environment.  You genuinely see the cup half full, even under pressure.  You like to build from the ground up and want to work as 
an integral part of a team that makes great things happen.

THE DETAILS
LOCATION: Minneapolis, MN (Zoom for now) 
HOURS: Full time, salary + benefits 
MANAGER: Quality and Regulatory Director
CONTACT: meena@getwelly.com

CAPABILITIES + REQUIRED SKILLS + RESPONSIBILITIES 
• 5+ years of experience in quality and regulatory in medical device/ pharmaceutical industry
• Well versed in FDA regulations in the healthcare space including 21 CFR 210/211 and 820 for 

medical device and pharmaceutical products
• Experience in SOP writing, CAPA management, regulatory and ISO audits for products such 

as OTC drugs, ointments and OTC creams or class I medical devices
• Ability to create, evaluate and approve validation protocols and reports and respond to out-of-

spec test results and nonconforming products 
• Experience in QC analysis of pharmaceutical products including stability indicating degradants 

for stability profile, and packaging testing preferred
• Proven track record of partnering with suppliers and experience working with the FDA
• Hard-working, collaborative, and passionate 
• Ability to lead multiple projects at the same time from concept to completion
• Natural problem solver with strong analytical skills and an open mind 
• Open to giving and receiving feedback
• Brings the fun to work as a team player


